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.4lexander Calder (b. 1898)
Snow Flurry, May 14

Hanging mobile, sheet aluminium,
rod, height 8 ft., width 14 ft.

wire and steel

Signed, in monogram. AC and dated 1959.
Exhibited Tate Gallery, Arts Council Alexander
Calder Exhibition, 1962, Xo. 55 (there catalogued as

1954 e).

This issue of the Calendar is chiefly concerned with the art of the past, so perhaps
it would be a good idea to comment in
the editorial on what has been happening
in the City Art Gallery in recent months, to
restore the balance. Before going down
town, however, the enrichment of Temple
Newsam by bequest and purchase must
be noticed.
Members will be well aware that David
Dunstan Schofield died in May. For many
years Mr. Schofield was a member of the
Leeds Art Collections Fund Committee,
and for many more ever since the city'
purchase of Temple Newsam in fact he
took the keenest interest in its development
as a great country house museum. For yet
more years he was a collector of the most
particular kind, interesting himself primarily in English furniture and silver and
in Chinese ceramics. He was always very
willing to lend to special exhibitions and
at some stage he conceived the idea of
bequeathing the best of his collection still
further to beautify the interior of Temple
Newsam. For a month or two everything
that he left us has been shown together
before being distributed throughout the
rooms where each object will play its part
in the general display. It seems sad that
we should have to lose such a friend of the
arts in order to gain so much for the house,
notion was
but this very enlightened
almost certainly Mr. Schofield's own.
Since the last issue of the Calendar a fine
sofa table has been bought. Not only is
this an outstanding
piece of cabinetmaking representing the taste of the period
extremely well, but from a museum point
of view the documentation that came with
it is invaluable. There is the bill, dated
1809, and made out on the back of the
trade card of J. and A. Semple, who
supplied it; the cheque for f22 in payment
and the receipt. It would be interesting to
know something
about Mr. William
Shadbolt, the purchaser.
At the Art Gallery most of the exhibitions of 1962 have been concerned with
what is still too often dubbed 'modern arts
as if this meant something. Dr. Roland"
collection included many names which are
now famous, that was to be expected, but
its essential character lay in its power to
reflect the image of a man who above all

—

liked pictures; one who for many years
has not resisted the temptation to buy
visual stimulants wherever he finds them.
The result was a show of great range—
cosmopolitan one might almost call it
but with a very clear taste making itself
Dr. and Mrs.
throughout.
apparent
Roland, who, fortunately, were able to
come to the Private View, seemed delighted to see all their things together, a
necessarily rare experience with a collection of this size unless, of course, you
build a large private gallery specially for it.
Hard on the heels of the Roland collection came the Gregory Fellows exhibition.
There were several noteworthy
things
about this apart from the qualities of
Trevor Bell's pictures and Austin Wright's
sculpture. For one thing this was the first
of what we hope will be a series of exhibitions of the work of the Gregory Fellows
during their time here in Leeds. Then
there was the business of getting the artists
to arrange their own work so that it
showed literally in the light in which they
wanted to put it across. This was a bit
hard on Trevor Bell who, of necessity,
had to cope with one of the unreformed
rooms of the gallery in which the existing
artificial lighting would be laughable if
there were more hope of city funds being
set aside to renew it. Electric lighting in the
crystal set age was not what it is now. Only
a week or two after it was officially opened
the new sculpture gallery was denuded of
the permanent collection so that the Austin
Wright's could be shown in it. It functioned
well as an exhibition area and the lighting
was quite able to cope with a very much
greater number of pieces than one would
want permanently to place there, without
the individual
sculptures
losing their
identity. The catalogue was a test case,
too, for it was a sort of combined operation
between artists, printers and staff and,
there were moments
of crisis
though
during its production, the results justified
the risks to life and limb. Last, if not least,
in this list of experiments was the Private
View to which the Friends of the Festival
were invited as well as members of the
Fund and the City Council. The affair
was very well attended
and people
obviously enjoyed discussing the pictures
and sculpture with their creators.

—

For many people the Alexander Calder
Exhibition at the Tate in July was one of
the most exciting experiences for years.
Although the great mobiles set up in the
main rooms were no doubt too close for
each one to be appreciated to the full,
the exhibition had a unique and fascinating quality of its own. One had the feeling
of being in a glade with overhanging trees
and the slight movement of foliage in
spite of being produced by very mechanical
looking fans helped the impression. It
was an odd feeling, too, to receive a smile
of approval from the attendants when
surreptitiously pushing one of the elements
in an irrepressible desire to create further

—

The Nost Monument

movement. The show certainly made an
impression on the mind and the stabiles,
in those heavy ship-building
techniques,
reinforced the knowledge of a deeply
serious purpose
beneath the apparent
boisterous humour of the sculptor. After
an exhilarating correspondence we are
greatly indebted to Mr. Calder for lending
one of his finest mobiles called Anottt Flurry
for hanging in
it was in the exhibition
the vestibule at the Art Gallery. When it
eventually has to be taken down and
returned to America, a feeling of discontent
is bound to descend also, this time on staff
and visitors alike.

—

— —

at Whitkirk

Mr. Howard Colvin, of St. John'
College, Oxford, has written to say that
some fresh evidence has come to light
which proves more or less conclusively
that the unidentified drawings discussed
on page 5 of the last issue of the Calendar
and in Vol. 12, No. 40, page 3, really are
by Pierce.
Mr. Colvin writes: "In the first place
Pierce's will has turned up, showing that
he bequeathed his drawings to William
Talman. Then there is in the Bodleian
Library an original design by Nost for

the monument at Durisdeer, and this is
clearly not in the same hand as the drawings which I attributed to Pierce.'inally,
between the drawing
the resemblance
which Mrs. Esdaile thought was for the
Whitkirk monument and the monutrent
itself is by no means absolute, and I do
not think it follows that because the monument is by Nost the drawing is not by
Pierce.
1

H. M. Colvin
Architects,

A Biographical

Dictionary

1660—1840, 1954, p. 456.

of English

Pablo Picasso (b. 1881)
Head of a 2"auth, a study

for 'The

Shepherd'n

'the tousled head of a bearded
man toith a ferocious gleam in his eyes'.
Gouache on paper, 12~~ x 10 in. Signed and
dated 'Picasso
of Dr. Roland's Collection, Leeds,
the reverse

29.11.43.'xhibition

1962, Xo. 95.

Arts Council Picasso Exhibition,

Tate Gallery,

1960, JVo. 175.
"Goethe once said: 'Zwei Seelen wohnen

in einer Brust'Two souls dwell within
one breast). My Picasso is like an illustration of this many-sidedness of the artist'
nature: the classical calm of one head
contrasts with the passionate fervour of the
other. Picasso painted both on the very
same day!" Henry M. Roland.

—

LIGHT ON
SIR ARTHUR INGRAM'S
RECONSTRUCTION OF
TEMPLE NEWSAM I622-38
The main stages in the architectural
evolution of Temple Newsam were established in the 1920's by Edmund Pawson
and Sidney Kitson.'urther
research
amongst the family papers of the Ingram's
has recently produced fresh information
about dates and revealed the names of
many previously unrecorded
craftsmen
whose decorative work may still be seen
at Temple Newsam and elsewhere. This
article attempts to provide a record of the
major reconstruction and decorative additions carried out for Sir Arthur Ingram
between 1622 and 1642.
In 1622, Sir Arthur purchased the
manor of Temple Newsam for
12,000,
and immediately started to transform it
into a country seat fitting his position as
one of the principal landowners in Yorkshire. The large square house with a centre
courtyard and a diaper pattern in the

$

1.

Garden statue from Sheriff
Hut ton Park, carved by? homas
Ventris, Senr., in 1688t
height c. 40 in. Reproduced
by courtesy of Colonel and

Mrs. Legard

brickwork, built originally by Sir Thomas
Darcy, had probably fallen into disrepair.
At any rate Sir Arthur retained only the
western portion and parts of the ground
floor plan of the early-Tudor house, he
demolished
the east wing and largely
rebuilt first the south wing and then the
north wing, incorporating
the original
Great Hall and Chapel into the new
structure. It was one of the last great
houses in the country to conform to the
traditional 'half-H'lan.
The last additions, both completed in
1636, were the erection of a walled forecourt with twin lodges and a gateway
across the otherwise open east side a
vestige of the medieval enclosed courtand the construction of a handsome garden
banqueting house adjacent to the mansion house. These features were pulled
down in the eighteenth century, but a
prospect of Temple Newsam, engraved by
Kipp in 1699, shows that they were designed in the Italian manner
made
fashionable by Inigo Jones. It is interesting
to find that Sir Arthur's building operations thus exemplified the transition from
medieval to renaissance styles of architecture.
There was no architectural profession
as such in Jacobean England. The building
at Temple Newsam was conducted through
the traditional combination
of mastermasons and master-carpenters,
with the
aid of workers in minor trades under the
direction of a clerk of works, who received
orders from Sir Arthur Ingram. During
the initial stages Oliver Kearsley, the
manager of Ingram's alum mines on the
Yorkshire coast, near Guisborough, acted
as overseer, but about 1625 John Mattison,
the steward at York, was made responsible
for supplying building materials, paying
the workmen
and ensuring
that his
master's instructions
were carried out.
Mattison's carefully kept accounts and his

correspondence with Sir Arthur have been
the chief sources for this study. The entry
"Rode over to Temple Newsam to see
how the work went forward and to certify
up" occurs frequently in the records.
The most important individual workman was the master-mason;
he coordinated the building activity and acted
as general foreman. George Atack seems
to have been in charge until about 1631,
when John Ramshaw took over the direction. The principal craftsmen,
whose
names are given in the hope of bringing
forth more information, were as follows:
John Hunter, George Northrope, Michael
Akroyd, masons; Mathew Blythe, William
Butler and Richard
Massie, William
Cundall, carpenters; Nicholas Booth, John
Burridge and Francis Gunby, plasterers;
George Crosbie and Thomas
Elwes,
glaziers; Richard Lister and Daniel,
painters; Haunce and Thomas Ventris,
father and son, stone and wood carvers;
John Hewthwaite, plumber; Walter Armstrong, brickmaker, and John Carleton,
decorative artist. Many of these men were
skilled in more than one craft and were,
of course, assisted by numerous labourers.
Sir Arthur normally relied on John
Mattison to procure bricks, stone, wood,
plaster, glass, nails, paint, lead, etc., and
then negotiated bargains with the senior
craftsmen for specific pieces of work. For
instance, in 1628, Francis Gunby entered
into an agreement to make and set up
400 yards of wainscot at 12d. a yard. In
1631, a contract was made with Walter
Armstrong for 150,000 bricks at 3s. 4d.
per 1000. On 2nd April, 1636, Nicholas
Booth, plasterer, was paid g3 in part of g4
for fretting the banqueting house. Similar
examples could be quoted almost indefinthe majority of
itely, but unfortunately
entries do not include precise details of
the work done. Therefore, although the
records are copious and give a good picture

of the organization of the building trade 2. Detail of a chimney-piece
in the early seventeenth century, it has at Sherif Hutton Park,
7homas Ventris,
/probably
not been possible to discover payments for Senr., c. by1620. Reproduced
such important features as the entrance
by courtesy of Colonel and
porch or staircase. Many fragments of Mrs. Legard
plasterwork and panelling remain in the
house but it has seldom proved possible
to connect them with individual craftsmen.
A far greater measure of success has been
achieved
with the building
accounts
relating to Sheriff Hut ton Park, where
much of the Jacobean interior has been
preserved intact.~
The body of the house must have been
virtually complete by 1634, when pay-

ments were made to John Wilton and
Anthony Robinson for the last floor and
the last roof. However, work continued
on the interior at least until 1637, when
the Ventris's received a total of 15 for
carving five chimneypieces.
On 24th February, 1636, young Ventris
brought news to John Mattison at York
"that Templenewsome house was burning
with scath fire, so", the entry continues,
"Mr. Thomas Ingram and I rid thither
in two hours." A much quoted passage
in a letter from George Garrard to Lord
Wentworth states that "Temple Newsam,
by York, is almost burn't to the ground,
household stuff to the value of 4,000 all
consumed and lost". This account of the
conflagration must be greatly exaggerated,
since the flames seem to have been confined to the south wing and in March,
1636, Anthony Robinson entered into an
agreement to set up all the woodwork
damaged in the fire for the modest sum

$

$
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Pulpit made for the Chapel

at TemPle ytetosam

by

Thomas Ventris, fnr.
Reproduced by courtesy of
the trustees of the Methodist
Chapel, Halton

of

$50.
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One of the most striking features of the
house was the inscription in open
lettering which ran round the balustrade
of the court. It is therefore most satisfying
to have discovered some information about
new

its origins.

On 21st April, 1628, Sir Arthur Ingram
instructions
to John Mattison at
Temple Newsam "to speak to Michell
Akroyd that he leave off cutting the letters
sent

and he and his man presently to fall in
hand to make stone ready for the fountain
in the orchard". This memorandum must
refer to carving the inscription.
It is
interesting to learn that Michell Akroyd
came from a well-known Halifax family
of masons; his brothers, John and Abraham
built Methley Hall, c. 1590—1600, and
later John Akroyd was called to Oxford by
Sir Henry Savile to build a new quadrangle for Merton College and was
employed by Sir Thomas Bodley to build
his new library.s
At frequent intervals during the course
of the next century and a half, small sums
were paid to workmen
for replacing
damaged letters, until eventually, in 1788,
Wigglesworth and Eyres 8. Co., of Seacroft, were paid f24 9s. for casting a set
of iron letters for the top of the house.
These are the ones which may be seen
today. Although it was not unusual to
display pious and patriotic texts on a
building at this date,4 the sentiments were
particularly aposite for the new owner of
Temple Newsam, since several of its
previous owners had earned a notorious
for intrigue
their
reputation
against
sovereign.
Sir Arthur appears to have taken a
special pride in the gardens of his principal
Yorkshire houses. John Aston who visited
Ingram's Palace at York in 1639, remarked that it "excell=d for a garden,
being set out with images of lions, bears,
apes and the like, both beasts and birds."s
most
At Temple
Newsam,
of the
seventeenth-century
features were swept
away by Capability Brown in the 1760's,
but Kipp's prospect of 1699 gives a good
impression of the splendour of the original
layout.
John Mattison's accounts contain many
payments to Thomas Ventris Senr. and
Jnr., of Coney Street, York, for carving
garden ornaments in the form of heraldic
beasts. Two typical entries read: 11 Feb.
1637, Thomas Ventris, the younger, for
13 beasts made of stone for Templenewsome at 6s. apiece is 78s. 21 Jan. 1638,
Old Ventris, by my masters appo: in
part of g5 for 20 beasts made for Sheriff
Hutton
10s. Three examples of the
stone beasts carved by the elder Ventris
have survived in the garden at Sheriff

=

they are accompanied
by an
Alexander
made
of
statue
by the
imposing
sculptor John Ashbie during the spring of
1638. It is gratifying to be able to connect
these decorative artists with such pleasing
examples of their work.
The Jacobean chapel at Temple Newsam was situated on the ground floor at
the east end of the north wing. It was
converted into a kitchen at the end of the
eighteenth
century, but few structural
alterations were made: the windows looking onto the court still have arched lights
and decorated spandrels and many of the
original fittings such as the stained glass,
the pulpit and a series of Old Testament
figures painted on panels have survived.
It has been possible to discover more
about the interior of Sir Arthur's private
chapel than any other part of the house
of the same period.
In September, 1631, the great organ,
which had been made in 1625 by George
Brownless of York, at a cost of f40, was
transported from the chapel at Sheriff
Hutton to Temple Newsam. Six months
later most of the best furniture, hangings
and household goods were also removed to
Temple Newsam. This suggests that the
new building was sufficiently complete to
serve as Sir Arthur's principal country
seat. The arrival of the organ must, however, have been premature, because work
on the chapel did not begin until as late
as 1635, when Thomas Elwes, glazier, was
paid g3 3s. 4d. for taking coloured glass
from Sheriff Hutton chapel and setting it
up in the chapel at Temple Newsam.
Some of this glass is probably identical
with the "curious series of armorial
bearings" which T. D. Whitaker observed
in the windows of the old chapel when he
in 1815.6 These
visited
the mansion
roundels are now displayed in the central
bay window of the Great Hall. The first
three panes portray the arms of the de Lacy
family, owners of the manor of Newsam c.
1070—c. 1155. The glazier used a combination of pot-metal and flashed glass for the
various charges, and rich enamel colours
for the ornamental borders. The seven
adjacent Ingram armorials are obviously
the work of a different hand: the enamelling lacks brilliance, the decoration is
and the total effect much
prettified

Hutton;

4.
'Ezekiel'p 3ohn Carleton
Paintede. 1636 103X 23ins.

g4'.

inferior. The two last roundels date from
the second half of the seventeenth century
and have been assigned on stylistic grounds
to Henry Gyles of York. His receipt dated
1704 for a payment of 35s. for painted
glasswork in a window at Birdsall Church
proves that he had dealings with the
Ingrams, and a detailed comparison with
his signed heraldic glass in the vestry at
Adel Church confirms this attribution.7
There is a slender possibility that the
de Lacy armorials were made by the
York architect
and glazier
Barnard
Dininckhoff whose heraldic glass at Gilling
Castle is generally considered to be the
most distinguished collection of its kind.
The colours and many of the details in
the enrichments of the ornamental borders
show a distinct family resemblance to the
stained glass at Gilling. Sir Arthur is known
to have consulted Dininckhoff before constructing his lodge at Sheriff Hutton, and
in 1618 he was paid g6 in part of a
greater sum for glazing the new building.
The less interesting roundels containing
the arms of Sir Arthur and his family may
be tentatively connected with the "two
boxes of glass arms" mentioned in a payment made to John Shepherd, a carrier,
in August, 1635.
Work continued on the chapel throughout 1635. By March, 1636, Thomas
Ventris., Jnr., had received f16 13s. 6d.
in part of a bargain for the woodwork, and
in the same month Daniel, the painter,
was paid 10s. for staining and gilding the
pews. Nicholas Booth was engaged on the
plasterwork and John Carleton was busy
painting an altarpiece and a series of Old
Testament figures to set against the walls.
Finally eight wooden angels were made,
presumably to decorate the roof.
An inventory of household goods taken
after the death of the First Lord Irwin,
in 1666, gives a valuable picture of how
the seventeenth century chapel was furnished. It contained a table, a pulpit,
two pictures, a 'blue bayes'arpet and two
blue curtains, green cushions in the pews,
a long form, a footstool, four great Bibles,
two little Bibles and two Common Prayer
Books, valued in all at 10.
The pulpit and the two pictures are the
only items to have survived, the former,
acquired by the Methodist chapel at

$

'Eliah'p john

Painted c.

Carleton

1636'04 X 23 ins.
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Halton during the last century, is still in
use. It is an imposing and richly carved
example of Jacobean woodwork. The
construction and many details of the carving closely resemble the pulpit of St. John'
Church, Leeds, which was consecrated in
1634 and contains one of the best preserved
Jacobean interiors in the country. Thomas
Ventris may well have modelled Sir
Arthur's pulpit on the one in St. John'.
This was a, common practice at the time.
For example, when the height of the rood
screen at Wakefield was increased by
Francis Cunby, in 1634—5, he copied the
design and many of the details from the
recently completed screen at Leeds.s He
may be the master-joiner responsible for
the woodwork at St. John's and can, with
reasonable certainty, be identified with
Francis Gunby who was married in 1633
at Whitkirk Church, and is recorded as
working at Temple Newsam in the 1620's.
In a letter to John Mattison, Sir Arthur
have a great desire my chapel
declared,
may be finely painted" and in March
1636, the artist John Carleton arrived to
decorate the interior with religious paintings. He was employed for exactly a year
at a regular wage of 10s. a week, and
although his decorative work on the ceiling
of the banqueting house has long since
vanished, most of his work for the chapel
has been preserved.
Carleton's most ambitious undertaking
was a long series of Old Testament figures
painted on tall narrow panels and obviously designed to be displayed against the
walls. Each figure is represented standing
on a pedestal which bears his name, around
the base of which clusters of fruit and
flowers form a miniature still-life composition. Several of them are accompanied by
traditional motifs, for instance, David and
his harp, Daniel with a lion, Jonah and
the whale, and so forth.
The panels fall into two sets: the eleven
tallest, roughly 104 x 23 in., contain strapwork ornament below the pedestal; the
remaining seven, measure approximately
90 x 20 in., and depict a fluted bracket
pedestal without strapwork. All are in a
good state of preservation considering they
must have been stored and neglected
since 1796, the date when the chapel was
converted into a kitchen.

"I

6; Detail from '3onah'y john Carleton
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Late set enteenth-century
stained glas~ from the Chapel

at Temple JVetosam, probably
by Henry

12

Gyles.

On 24th February,
1637, Richard
18 freysing
Cundall was paid g 1 for
frames which Mr. Carleton had made for
the 18 pictures". One panel still has part
of the moulded frame attached to its edge
and beneath a coat of brown paint the
original gilding is still to be found.
There are also at Temple Newsam two
large paintings on canvas by Carleton
which must be identical with the 'two
pictures'escribed
as hanging
in the
chapel in the 1666 inventory. One, The
Supper at Emmaus, 70 x 108 in., is signed
Carleton Jecit 1636 and is based on
Titian's painting of the same subject now
in the Louvre, which Carleton could have
seen in the collection of Charles I. The
other is a badly tattered canvas of The
Last Supper, measuring 88 x 112 in. It is
not signed but may be identified with the
'large altar-piece'y Carleton which was
cleaned and relined in 1750, at a cost of
g5 15s. 6d.a

"

Virtually nothing is known about John
Carleton apart from the fact that three
portraits at Swinton Park have always
been attributed to him. An isolated payment, dated 2nd April, 1639, "To Mrs.
Marie Carleton, wife of Jo Carleton,
painter, for an old reckoning she claimed
of my Mr. = QI," suggests that they
lived locally.
When the Jacobean Long Gallery was
divided up in 1739 to create the present
suite of rooms, two stone pillars were
erected in the chapel to support the partition wall between the Library and the
Saloon. At the same time the floor was
relaid with diamond flags and the north
bay window was blocked out by the
chimney stack which was built to support
the fireplace in the new Library immediately above. Therefore, when the Chapel
was converted into a kitchen in 1796, few
structural alterations were necessary, since
the essential chimney shaft was already in
existence.
In 1877, Mrs. Meynell Ingram turned
the 7th Viscount's Library into a chapel,
installed an organ, placed an altar in the
east bay-window, boarded off the open
book shelves and added some Victorian
stained glass. Otherwise,
this splendid
room has remained unchanged since it
was decorated by Thomas Perritt in 1743.
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT.

1

2

The Pawson/Kitson
Guide, first published in
1927, embodied the results of prolonged researches into the Temple Newsam archives.
The former's copious manuscript notes were
most useful when preparing this article.
Sheriff Hutton Park, situated ten miles north-east
of York, was Ingram's first countryhouse; it was
finished about 1623. Several of the crafts-

men mentioned in this article worked on both
buildings.
3 W. B. Crump, Methley Hall and Its Builders, in

of the Thoresby Society, Vol. 37,
p. 316 and T. W. Hanson, Halifax Builders in
Oxford, in Reports of the Halifax Antiquarian
317.
Society, 1928, pp. 253—
N. Gray, Lettering on Buildings, 1960, pp. 63—4.
A. F. Upton, Sir Arthur Ingram, Oxford, 1961,
pp. 149—50.
T. D. Whitaker, Lodis and Elmete, Leeds 1816,
p. 138.
In 1635, Sir Arthur Ingram purchased the Rectory and Grange of Birdsall for g2,450, but,
Publications

4
5

6
7

unfortunately, the old church was pulled down
and rebuilt in the last century.
8
E. Stocks, The Church of St. John the Evangelist, in Publications of The Thoresby Society,
Vol. 24, p. 217.
9 H. Honour, A JVote on jot Carleton, LAC, Vol. 7,

J.
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The Leeds horses are some of the most
cherished pieces of English Pottery and
possess powers of attraction that are not
easily defined. They cannot be considered
as works of art, nor accurate representations of a horse. They are stiff, their
anatomy faulty, the ware itself inferior
and the decoration often of a low order,
yet they appeal to nearly everyone. They
are not particularly rare, yet they command a high purchase price. A Leeds
horse was one of only three pieces of English
Pottery included in the International Art
Treasures Exhibition held recently at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London,
where it received a good deal of admiration.

Fig.

I

Although they are known as the Leeds
horses, some doubt has been expressed in
recent years as to whether they were, in
fact, made at Leeds at all and it has
been suggested that they originated in
Staffordshire. Before expressing an opinion
on this matter, it will be as well to examine
some of the horses themselves.
There are nine specimens of the Leeds
horse known
to me personally
and
doubtless there are many others in existence. It is not an accident that five of
these are now in Yorkshire museums. The
four illustrated in this article are in the
collections of the Leeds City Art Gallery
and Temple Newsam House, while another
is in the Yorkshire Museum, York. The
remaining four are in private ownership.
One of these last bears the normal Leeds
Pottery impressed mark, and Kidson
writing about these horses in his book
7he Leeds Old Pottery, published in 1892,
where one is illustrated,
says: "We
have been fortunate enough to obtain
from cottages in the neighbourhood
of
the Pottery several fine examples
of
earthenware horses, all having the history
that they were made at the Leeds Pottery,
generally by a father or grandfather of
those who held them".
It will be seen from the illustrations that
there are considerable differences between
the horses. These differences are in actual
fact far greater than is apparent from the
photographs which lack the colour of the
originals.
Not only do the horses differ in colour,
but also in material, detail, size and the

plinth upon which they stand. The earliest
is Figure 1, which is in creamware, that
is to say it is made of a cream-coloured
earthenware
coated with a very pale
yellowish glaze. This is only visible on the
underside of the base as the rest of the
figure is covered with a light brown enamel.
It will be noticed that this horse is completely devoid of any harness. Height of
horse: 154 in. Height of stand:
in. Total
~~

height: 16 in.
The second horse (Figure 2), is in pearlware, which differs from creamware in
that the glaze is a light blueish colour
the
ware
a
greyish-white
giving
appearance. This horse has some harness
which is enamelled black with pale blue
applied rosettes at the junctions. The
muzzle is in purplish manganese underglaze painting, otherwise there is very
little further colour. Height of horse:
14~s in. Stand: 1 s in. Total height: 16'n.
The third horse (Figure 3), is also in
pearlware which has crazed considerably.
It is very like the previous one except
that the mane and tail are black, the

harness is enamelled in yellow with blue
rosettes, and the base is decorated in
green, blue and purple.
The remaining horse (Figure 4), is very
different in technique and appearance to
the previous ones. It is in whiteware,
which suggests a much later date than
the others. It has a slightly wider head
and a different stance. The enamel
colours used are blue, black and orange,
the dappled decoration being sponged
on. The form of the base, however, in the
last three figures are the same.
The horse in the Yorkshire Museum at
York is of pearlware with a brown painted
saddle-cloth, with the initials 'LP'or
'Leeds Pottery'ainted in one corner of it
in blueish-green enamel. The same colour
is also used for the harness which in this
case is looped across the horse's flank.
The question now arises "Were all
these horses made from one and the same
mould?" At first sight it looks as though
there were several different models, but
it is probable that with the possible
exception of the late whiteware example
(Figure 4), the same set of moulds were
used for them all and that such differences
as occur are due to the varying shrinkages

of the different materials of which the
horses are composed. It should be understood that there would have been at least
two moulds for each horse as well as
another for the stand. Slight variations in
the stance of the horse would be almost
inevitable from the fixing of the legs to
the stand, and the harness which seems
to differ on every horse was almost certainly applied at the discretion of the
potter after the horse itself had been cast.
The stand of Figure 1 would, of course,
have been cast from a different mould to
that of the others. Only in Figure 4 does
there seem to be any likehood of fresh
moulds having been used, and this is by
no means certain. It is evident therefore,
in view of the marked specimens, that
most of the horses at any rate were made
at the Leeds Pottery, but the very late

specimens such as Figure 4 may have been
made elsewhere from a cast of a Leeds
horse. Arthur Hurst in his catalogue to the
Boynton Collection states that about 1835
or 1840 small figures for mantelpiece
ornaments, and probably white earthenware horses like the Leeds Old Pottery
ones, were made at Marsden's Pottery,
Bedford Row, Hunslet, Leeds. This was in
the same area as the Leeds Pottery and
ther- is a possibility therefore that the late
whiteware horses were made by Marsden
to meet a continued demand for these
figures. It is said that they were intended
for display in the windows of
but one cannot help feeling that
they would not be particularly
good
advertisements for either saddles or harness, and perhaps corn-chandlers
would
be nearer the mark.
sadlers'hops,
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The entry into the Print Room collections at the City Art Gallery of four of the
delightful
mezzotints
by David Lucas
(1802—1881) after Constable is in itself
enough to merit remark in the pag=s of
this Calendar, and needs no justification.
A general article on the process of mezzotint perhaps does. Among all the major
print processes which in the mid-twentieth
century are demonstrating a renewed and
glowing productiveness, it alone is practically a non-starter. And not only has production almost stopped, but appreciation is relatively at a
standstill.
While unexceptional
drawings

A:4'..'O

CURIOUS

by rank-and-file
nineteenth-century
Italian artists fetch
/500 on the art mar-

ket, mezzotints are a
byword for comparative cheapness. In an
age of muscular art appreciation when the
most diligent efforts are invariably being
made somewhere
to deal fairly with
almost everything, mezzotints tend to be
dismissed as the most likely line of enquiry for museums short of funds and
exhibits.
Perhaps for the unconvinced this neglect
may itself be advanced as a claim to
attention. If further reason be sought,
promising commemorative
pegs are not
lacking: it is exactly three hundred years
since John Evelyn appended a chapter to
his Sculptura about that "new manner of
Engraving, or Mezzo Tinto, communicated by his Highness Prince Rupert to the
author", and then with almost endearing
caginess omitted to tell a word of the process, preferring to leave "an Art so curious"
discreetly "Aenigmatical". It is precisely
a hundred and fifty years since th- death
of John Raphael Smith, hailed by the
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
writers on prints as the greatest practitioner
in the medium. In 1962, only fifteen decades later, the process gets a half page,
respectful but virtually an obituary, in
the book About Prints by S. W. Hayter,
certainly the most influential printmaker
of the present age. The ups and downs of
these eventful three centuries may be
worth looking at a little more closely.

The years 1662 and 1812 in fact divide
up the history of mezzotint into convenient
stages. It had been invented in 1642, at
Amsterdam by Ludwig von Siegen (1609—
c. 1680), an otherwise obscure soldier in
the service of Wilhelm VI, the Landgrave
of Hesse Cassel. Twelve years later he
confided the secret to Prince Rupert, who
executed an enormous
plate of The
Execution of john the Baptist after a painting
by a pupil of Ribera. Mezzotint was already
launched on the role it was to become
identified with, the reproduction of paintings. In 1662, a small version of the
plate, showing the head of the executioner, was included as a sort of virtuoso
"a Graving without a
performance,
Graver" (and the first mezzotint to
appear in a book), in Evelyn's Sculptura.
The hundred and fifty years up to
R. Smith's
about 1812, the time of
death, saw the consolidation of the medium
into the 'National
England, as a
commercial means of reproducing portraits, culminating in those after Reynolds
by Smith and others. The second hundred
and fifty years, 1812 to 1962, were decisive:
the medium was first used creatively, though
still with reproductive purpose, by Turner
(1775—1851) and by Lucas working under
Constable (1776—1837), and entirely creatively, i.e. to print the printmaker's own
design, by Frank Short, from about 1885;
it was superseded as a reproductive medand other photoium by photogravure
graphic processes late in the nineteenth
century, and crowded out as a creative
medium by the activity in the fields of
etching, lithography, sugar aquatint, linocut and silkscreen, which we are witnessing
in our own day.
Before more is said of this chequered
history, however, the medium itself needs
to be described. Pure mezzotint is concerned with printing tone, not line, though
school
in fact the late eighteenth-century
often used it with etched outlines. A
copper plate is roughened all over its
surface by a 'rocker', a chisel-like tool
with a rounded edge. If then inked it
would print a dense black. However, the
lights of the design are scraped out of the
plate, a process which consists of smoothing down the areas which are to give the
tones with a 'scraper'. The whites are

J.
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Martello Towers near Bexhill, Sussex
Drawn and etched by
M. W. Turner
Mezzotint by William Say

obtained

from the smoothest,

of the plate, which do not hold any
'burnished'reas

ink after the plate has been inked and
wiped.
The process thus works from black to
white, and is often called the 'black
manner'f engraving. Though reasonable
editions could run up to about a hundred
and fifty impressions, the plate surface
quickly wore, and only about thirty really
fine prints, before the introduction of steel
plates in 1823, might result from it.
the process
Despite this disadvantage,
could hardly have been more popular 1'r
reproduction.
The suitability of mezzotint for conveying the smooth transitions of flesh tones
and the light and shade of draperies was,
indeed, a fatal characteristic. The Reverend William Gilpin, artist and traveller,
Prebendary of Salisbury and Vicar of
Boldre in the New Forest, put the
eighteenth-century
view when he wrote

(1792): "Nothing,
except paint, can express flesh more
naturally, or the flowing of hair, or the
folds of drapery, or the catching lights of

in his Essay on Prints

armour....

mezzoti nto gives us the
representation
of the real surface".'o far as portraiture went, the art
imitated not merely flesh and drapery, but
actual brushwork,
and approximated
more and n:ore to the photogravure that
was to supersede it. Davenport in his
book 1VIezzotints (1904) sounded a warning:
the showing of the original painted brushwork, though a valuable quality, must be
treated cautiously "as it is one of the points
which a photogravure
brings out into
marked prominence". With the onset of
photographic techniques mezzotint inevitably lost status and the way was open
for it to be regarded as a mere artisan's
activity.
Moreover
most of the eighteenthcentury mezzotinters would probably have
subscribed to this view themselves. None
appear to have considered exploring the
medium creatively. Many were artisans
whose talents flagged away from the best
of hack work
models. The pressure
lowered standards. Jean Andre Rouquet,
miniature painter and member of the
French Academy who visited England in
the 1750's, reports that the art was declin-

strongest

ing and that bad artists used the deficiencies of their engravers to cover up their
own.s The demands made by running
printselling businesses, as several engravers
did, no doubt absorbed energies. This
applies to the finest of the portrait mezzoR. Smith, a
tinters of the Reynolds era,
born artist who had taught himself painting. Even he devoted himself to copying
portraits and George Morland landscapes
in mezzotint, and only took up indepenand that painting,
dent work seriously
in 1802, when the French
not engraving
Wars had curtailed the trade in his print
shop.
But the next development was at hand.
R. Smith portrait and genre
As the
tradition declined
though a high degree
of technical excellence was maintained in
the work of William and James Ward and
S. W. Reynolds a more expansive phase
linked with landscape was beginning.
Mezzotint and the reproduction of landscape art had been associated in the
eighteenth century, most signally (though
they were misleading as reproductions)
in the engravings of 1777—8 by Richard
Earlom after the drawings of Claude
Lorrain's Liber Veritatis. The new development was focussed on the schemes of
landscape engraving drawn up respectively
by Turner and Constable and carried out
under their scrutiny. Here at last we find
mezzotints regarded not merely as means
the designs of the two
of multiplying
artists
though this was certainly in their
minds
but as prints with their own
idiom and message.
Turner's scheme came first. Though
the tradition that he had studied under
R. Smith is probably false, he had a
practical interest in engravlifelong
ing. In 1807, when he was thirty-two,
the first prints appeared of the Liber
a series of a hundred pro5tudiorum,
jected engravings designed specially to
establish a definitive record of Turner'
powers as landscape artist in pastoral,
epic and other modes. Seventy-one only
were published by 1819, when Turner'
mind was reaching out to other ideas and
for various reasons the scheme was
abandoned.
In each case except four
etched outlines were supplied by Turner
and sometimes
himself, and mezzotint
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aquatint were added mainly by professional engravers under his eagle eye:
though Turner himself mezzotinted eleven
Liber plates.
These engravings, strongly represented
in the Print Room at Leeds, are early
Turner: the great light paintings had still
to come; but his acute sense of the
of light on a monochrome
modulation
scale, and his ability to get the results
he wanted from his engravers, set the
on
whole art of landscape engraving
a new footing in England. Moreover,
though we are apt to think primarily
of the late Turner in terms of coloured
light, there can be no doubt that such
Liber plates as the Martello Towers near
Bexhill and the Mildmay Sea-piece not
of
the subtlety
made possible
only
the Rivers of France steel engravings done
for Turner's publication of 1833—5, but
lay particularly close to his own development as a painter. Ruskin said with
reason that Turner keyed his colour to the
intensity of light and shade: "He paints
in colour, but he thinks in light and shade;
and were it necessary, rather than lose one
line of his forms, or one ray nf his sunshine, would, I apprehend, be content to
paint in black and white to the end of
his life.'" In this whole complex of
thought the importance of mezzotint is
manifest.
Constable too reflects this preoccupation
with the scale of black and white, but
his approach is radically different from
that of Turner. Constable was concerned
not with grand distances generalised by
light, but with the sparkle of light on
landscape forms close at hand. Looking
back from Gainsborough and the art of
landDutch
the seventeenth-century
scapists with their massing of deep-toned
trees, and again at his Sufl'olk landscape,
he saw there the coruscation of light which
he missed in the Dutch paintings. A letter
of 17th November, 1824, written by him
to his friend Fisher, shows the way he was
thinking: "Reynolds the Engraver tells
me my 'fieshness'xceeds the freshness of
any painter that ever lived; for to my Zest
of 'Color'
have added 'light'. Ruisdal
and Hobima were black. Should any of
'5 It is interthis be true I must go
esting that it was a mezzotinter, S. W.

The Mildn:ay Sea-lriece
Drau~n and eichea'y 7. tL IV. Turner
Mez otint by W.,trrrds and I. C. Fasting

Stoke by oVaytand
Mez otint by Da"id I-ucas after john Constable

on....

Old Sarum
Mezzotint by David Lueas after fohn Constable

e
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Reynolds, who made this remark. At the
same time Constable had approached him
with a view to having mezzotints made of
some of his landscapes. The success of
Turner's Liber no doubt encouraged him
in this scheme, which was to be called
English Landscape Scenery. Reynolds recommended his apprentice David Lucas for
the job.
For various reasons actual engraving did
not start until 1829. For a year Lucas
ceaselessly scraped plates to Constable's
designs, which were constantly
being
amended. Twenty plates were published
in 1830. The scheme was financially a
failure; Constable's friend and biographer,
C. R. Leslie, wrote that 'the English Landscape proved in the end to be, as Coleridge
said of a work of his own, "a secret confided to the public, and very faithfully

kept."."

Yet the result artistically, though at
times a little theatrical, could hardly have
been more distinguished, or Lucas a more
sympathetic interpreter. Prints like Stokeby-wayland or Old Sarum, now in the Print
Room, make an interesting comparison
with the Turner Liber engravings. They
are based, of course, on the work of an
artist in his most mature phase. There are
no etched outlines: pure mezzotint effects
of tone are obtained with scraper and
roulette. In addition Lucas not only
Constable's
originals,
but
reproduces
creates a kind of graphic equivalent of
them, on a small scale, in mezzotint.
Seeing him make light filter across a
shifting background of darks, we explore
the medium with him in all its idiomatic
richness. Ut umbra, as the legend so aptly
runs under the final vignette, sic vita.
The Turner and Constable —Lucas enbeing
gravings thus showed mezzotint
used creatively in the forefront of landit was not to
scape art. Unfortunately
become the vehicle of artists of similar

20

stature.
Sir Frank Short (1857—1945)
carried on the fresh style of Lucas'
Constables, and did much work of great
subtlety with new subjects of his own,
without, however, extending the medium's
range.
The final question must therefore be:
are artists likely to return to mezzotint
as a creative medium? In the atmosphere

of today the answer seems to be probably

not. Two points need be noted. Firstly,
its effects are less flexible than with other
processes. The rocker and the scraper lack
the resilience of the etching needle or the
burin in line-engraving. From this technical point there follows an aesthetic one.
The strong, unmistakable character of
mezzotint is, perhaps, too fixed to engage
the interest of the contemporary artist.
Its English name is, of course, Italian in
origin, but the name commonly used in
in
Italy, i'incisi one a fumo, 'engraving
smoke', is more illuminating:
for it is
precisely the smoky subtleties of mezzotint,
'bloom'hich grows
the much-prized
more pronounced over twenty years as
the oil in the printing ink disappears,
that put it centuries away in feeling from
the hankerings of modern art to crystallise
here and now something firm and exact
from the flux of modern living. It is surely
no accident that lithography was the last
of the major print processes to be invented
in Europe, or that sugar aquatint, which
allows the artist to draw positively on his
plate and so much more directly than in
the older method of aquatint, has become
a favourite process. So it is that when an
effect of the softness of chalk or charcoal
is needed, the printmaker can express it
more directly by these two methods.
Yet if it seems unlikely that mezzotint
will ever come back as a creative medium,
the legacy of the English mezzotint print
is a precious one. With its history first
as a virtuoso kind of engraving, then as a
mere means seldom thought of as an end,
a work of art at one remove, and finally as
a revelation of the genius of Turner and
Constable, it has ever entirely been without an element of the curious and enigmatical which commended it as a method
to Evelyn, three hundred years ago.
JOHN
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